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The purpose of this illustration is to show that the District of Columbia with the Pentagon
emphasis is configured to the Cydonia, Maris Pleiadian pattern. This pattern is present
in all the other major world capitals. There are 3 main components that involve a
financial city that is build up, then there is an oval type of structure to correspond to the
Face of Mars, as in this case the Oval Office. The Pentagon corresponds to the D&M
Pyramid that is usually a fortress or prominent building. The entire Cydonia, Mars
complex configures a hexagram that when superposed to the Columbia area produces
an approximate correspondence with prominent landmarks at the junctures. Along with
the ley-lines, there are unique measurements that span the distances from one
component to the next. The measurements are an approximation based on
GoogleEarth coordinates. All the prominent world capitals have this motif as a signature
of a sacred knowledge that is very important and hidden in plain sight.
Who are the peoples behind this worldwide composition that extends back to the
ancient pyramid sites of the world? In this rendition of the reflection from the Pleiades in
the Cydonia, Mars configuration has the positon flipped horizontally, truly a mirrored
image on Earth as it is on mars. This pattern in DC is almost in the same positon as that
of the City of London with the financial skyscrapers corresponding to the stars of the
constellation. Are these hexagram motifs and places on Earth a combination to pierce
spiritual dimensions? What is the connection to the planet Mars and the veneration of
the God of War? Interestingly, the Pentagon being the offices of the Department of War
(Mars) was began on September 11, 1941Why is sacred geometry used and
impeccable mathematical relationships used in the architecture of world capitals and
ancient buildings such as pyramids and ziggurats?
Evidently the rules of the world who have all the resources and power go to great
lengths to incorporate this religion that mirrors the cosmology of the stars. One theory
behind the constellation motifs etched in the architecture and positioning of landmarks is
to keep track of time, celestial time at that. The various pyramid configurations for
example are based off of the Great Pyramid of Giza which is considered by some as an
astronomical and astrological ‘clock of the universe. Based on the longitude to
coordinate theory, the various measurements correlate to encrypted years. The purpose
of this illustration is to show that the District of Columbia with the Pentagon emphasis is
configured to the Cydonia, Maris Pleiadian pattern. This pattern is present in all the
other major world capitals. There are 3 main components that involve a financial city
that is build up, then there is an oval type of structure to correspond to the Face of
Mars, as in this case the Oval Office.

Great Pyramid of Columbia
The Pentagon corresponds to the D&M Pyramid that is usually a fortress or prominent
building. The entire Cydonia, Mars complex configures a hexagram that when
superposed to the Columbia area produces an approximate correspondence with
prominent landmarks at the junctures. Along with the ley-lines, there are unique
measurements that span the distances from one component to the next. The
measurements are an approximation based on GoogleEarth coordinates. All the
prominent world capitals have this motif as a signature of a sacred knowledge that is
very important and hidden in plain sight. Who are the peoples behind this worldwide
composition that extends back to the ancient pyramid sites of the world?
The DC city grid map is also a Star Chart mapping the plotting the “Blazing Star” and/or
Cydonia, Mars. It is believed that it was from where many of the Fallen Angels came
from that ‘left their first estate’ in the Days of Noah and prior. The Pentagon, Roselyn,
VA area, and WH are connected and form similar patterns found in Cydonia Mars with a
slight truncated angle alignment. The DC’s latitude is at 38.96°/2 = ~19.47° the same
corresponding to the year or the Roswell incident in 1947. The topography of Mars,
other than the Sean of Mars canyon was unknown until the various NASA missions to
Mars sent back phototropic landscapes only in the modern era, If the core of the White
House complex is patterned after the Great Pyramid of Giza, then the King’s Chamber
would function as an ‘hourglass’ of time.
The Sarcophagus would correlate to the Oval Office and the White House would mirror
as the apex or pinnacle as the Pentagram also terminates at the White House
corresponding to the year 2016 or 5776. Does the coordinates from the God of War
signify how long his lease on the U.S. Presidency will last? Is the distance in Smoots
from the Obelisk to the edge of the White House entrance an ‘Hour Glass’ of time that is
counting down to this event? Only time will tell but the speculation is intriguing given
that the Great Pyramid pattern appears to be incorporated in the design.
The purpose of this illustration is to show the Great Pyramid of Giza pattern
superimposed over the White House complex. The designs suggest a possible keeping
of time that is etched in the coordinates and localities of certain buildings. The
corresponding chambers appear to match although the template is skewed. According
to David Flynn’s research, the Illuminati have incorporated the Great Pyramid’s
geometry as it ’clocks’ the completion of their ‘Great Work’. A 7 years countdown began
in 2009 as was the Temple of Solomon built in 7 years. In Freemasonry, 1776 was the
‘Year of Light’ as 5776 will be, Anno Lucis or Lucifer’s Year. The Great Pyramid is 481
feet tall with Capstone or 5776 ft.
The Great Pyramid’s perimeter is 3022 ft which equals the years from 962 BC to 2016.
The year 2016 is 5776 in the Jewish calendar. There are 3022 Biblical years of 360
days that equal 2978 years. There are 2978 years from Solomon’s dedication of Temple
in 962 BC to 2016. Will 5776 thus be a ‘capstone year’ to conclude and commence
something new? Is this the Great Work of the Builders that rejected Jesus, the True
Architect of the Universe to be completed in 2016?

The Countdown?
One possible explanation why the Washington Monument is off-center, it appears could
be to the correlation to the phi ratio. Using the spiral version for a better visual, if the
fulcrum of the spiral is pegged to the Obelisk, then the terminal point will be the Oval
Office. It would make since given the inference the Obelisk represents. Its reference is
named Baal’s Shaft as in a phallus. It refers to Lucifer’ power and just what is
influencing the man that sits in the Oval office that commands the economy, military and
government of the world. This illustration depicts the Great Pyramid pattern of the
District of Columbia. The Great Pyramid pattern is not exactly a 1for 1 rendition but the
angles and geometry are incorporated to show an approximate match.
From base of Great Pyramid to include Cap Stone
= 5776 inches
481 feet
481 Feet Radius x 2
= 962 ft. Diameter
962 ft. Diameter x Pi (3.14…)
From 1776 Base Year
=19 year average X 13 Steps
= 247 Years
247 Years + 1776 =
2023th year

One observation is that the phi ratio is apparently used from the Washington Monument
to the Oval Office. The various shafts align to key boulevards with Orion and Sirius and
prominent building with Thuban and Ursa Minor. These 2 stars match with the
convention and Verison Centers. According to some renditions of the chronicles of
ancient Earth before the Noah’s Flood and perhaps before Creation of Mankind, the
storyline depicts a personage that was exiled to Mars, the former King of Nibiru. His
followers await his resurrection to enthrone him once again as King over the whole
Earth. This personage is what the Bible foretells will be the AntiChrist of Lucifer.
_______________________________
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